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Introduction: The importance of the response-effect trait dichotomy in marine

benthic ecology has garnered recent attention. Response traits, characterising

species responses to environmental variations, have been a dominant focus in

the development of ecological indicators for ecosystem health assessment. In

contrast, effect traits, expressing effects of organism activities on the ecosystem,

still do not benefit from an equal interest in spite of the complementary facet

that they provide to complete our understanding of functional diversity and

ecosystem vulnerability. In this study, we explore the consequences of

disturbance by bottom trawl fisheries on benthic effect trait composition.

Methods: To this end, we used different contexts of environmental and

trawling conditions from thirteen case studies in European waters and apply

the same analytical procedure to derive a gradient that solely account for

trawling-induced disturbance (Partial RLQ analysis).

Results: Bottom trawling was found to be a selective force of benthic effect trait

composition in amajority of case studies. In general, tube-dwelling species were

more typical of low trawling frequencies, whereas deep burrowing species were

more resistant at high trawling frequencies. Although we report significantly

deleterious effects of trawling on benthic ecosystem functions, the effect trait

pattern along the gradient was never related to life span, a key response trait

generally assumed to express recoverability following disturbance. Furthermore,

we show that trends in species multi-functionality and community functional

diversity can be negative or positive along the trawling intensity gradient.

Discussion: We discuss the relevance of these results in light of recent

developments in the framework of response and effect trait dichotomy,

and provide guidelines of trait data analysis in the context of trawl fisheries
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impact on the sea floor. Our findings emphasize the importance of

fundamental concepts from functional ecology in this context and

represent a first step toward an assessment of trawling effect more

oriented on benthos-mediated biogeochemical processes.
KEYWORDS

benthic invertebrate, effect trait, ecosystem function, bottom trawling,
vulnerability, functional niche breadth, functional diversity
1 Introduction

In sedimentary environments, benthic invertebrates provide

important ecosystem functions such as bioturbation (Kristensen

et al., 2012) and habitat creation (Auster and Langton, 1999; Thrush

and Dayton, 2002). Several studies focusing on specific sea floor

functions have directly or potentially evidenced that benthic species

loss can be critical to ecosystem functioning (Solan et al., 2004;

Olsgard et al., 2008; Godbold and Solan, 2013; Woodin et al., 2016;

Garcia et al., 2021). Bottom trawl fisheries have long been regarded

as the major threat to benthic ecosystem functions since there is no

equivalent human physical disturbance on the sea floor in terms of

spatial and temporal extents (Jennings and Kaiser, 1998; Thrush

and Dayton, 2002; Crowder et al., 2008). While there is ample

evidence of fisheries impacts on organism themselves (Jones, 1992;

Kaiser et al., 2002; Sciberras et al., 2018), more comprehensive views

on ecosystem-wide damages have been advocated so that the

burden of proof becomes a stronger management incentive

(Dayton, 1998; Agardy, 2000). Indeed, mortality of benthic

species does not necessarily indicate irreversible losses of

functional diversity if it is not accompanied by losses of

irreplaceable functions (Micheli and Halpern, 2005; Crowder

et al., 2008). Therefore, regardless of its direct effect on mortality

of benthic species, management intervention on demersal trawling

is likely to hinge on demonstrable evidence of its impacts on

important ecosystem processes.

In the quest for methods to assess ecosystem health, marine

benthic ecology has recently experienced a surge in ecological

indicator development through the use of multiple biological traits

(Beauchard et al., 2017; Villnäs et al., 2017; Miatta et al., 2021). Until

now, most studies have focused on species vulnerability in the context

of ecosystem degradation solely based on organism loss. For instance, it

is now well established that life span is a relevant proxy to growth rate

and to some degree reproductive success (Kindsvater et al., 2016). This

trait can be used to express population recoverability following

disturbance, as long-lived species are more vulnerable than short-

lived ones due to their slower growth (Auster and Langton, 1999;

Hiddink et al., 2017; Rijnsdorp et al., 2018). Biological traits that

determine how species respond to disturbance and adapt to the

environment in which they occur are often referred to as “response

traits”. However, following disturbance, population reduction or
02
species extirpation is all the more critical if these species provide

crucial ecosystem functions, something that response traits do not

directly express. Rather, “effect traits”, that depict effects of organisms

on the ecosystem, do have a direct expression on ecosystem functions

and thus are more appropriate to relate disturbance to ecosystem

functioning. The consideration for this response-effect trait dichotomy,

raised some time ago (Lavorel and Garnier, 2002), was recently

bolstered in marine benthic ecology (Beauchard et al., 2023).

Response and effect traits consist of two complementary facets to

describe species assembly rules and functional diversity, i.e., what

species are on the one hand, and what species do on the other hand

(Beauchard, 2023).

The manipulation of effect trait data offers new research

opportunities on sea floor ecosystem functioning in relation to

disturbance. Current theoretical understanding assumes most benthic

species perform several ecosystem functions (Snelgrove et al., 2014),

notably through the concept of functional niche (Rosenfeld, 2002;

Violle and Jiang, 2009), still poorly considered in marine benthic

ecology. The functional niche of a species can be defined as the

multidimensional extent that its trait modalities occupy in the

Euclidean space defined by trait variables (Beauchard et al., 2023);

the more divergent the trait modalities, the broader the niche, and

consequently the more dissimilar or numerous the functions

performed by the species are. In addition, the species position in the

trait space can reveal peculiar and rare combinations of traits,

irreplaceable after species loss through natural extinction or caused

by long-lasting human pressure. Such trait combinations are known to

expand the volume of the species community in the trait space, and

ultimately to increase functional diversity as shown in the evolution of

the marine benthos (Villéger et al., 2011). Hence, when derived from

effect traits, functional niche and diversity becomemeaningful concepts

appropriate to the assessment of ecosystem health, functioning and

service supply: species loss and consequent collapse in diversity indicate

potential ecosystem degradation.

These considerations open the door to new exploratory

investigations in our understanding of bottom trawling effects on

the marine ecosystem. Although life span is strongly related

to species recoverability following disturbance, the loss of short-

lived species as a result of chronic bottom trawling might be as

critical as losing long-lived species from an ecosystem functioning

perspective. The concept of functional niche lies at the basis of this
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possibility. Beauchard et al. (2023) recently provided evidence of

possible independence between species life span and functional

niche (in terms of type and breadth) in the marine benthos. Indeed,

not all species are equally impacted by demersal fisheries as other

attributes such as burrowing depth may enable some species to

survive irrespective of their life span (Thrush et al., 1998; Bergman

and van Santbrink, 2000; Duplisea et al., 2002; Tiano et al., 2020;

Beauchard et al., 2021). For instance, if a set of functions are ensured

by species of a similar degree of sensitivity to trawling gears (e.g.

epibenthic), an impact on those functions should be expected

beyond a certain trawling disturbance frequency that prevents

recovery of these species (i.e., growth too slow). In contrast, trait

composition characteristic of deeply buried species should

positively covary with trawling intensity, whatever the life span of

those species. Hence, depending on the local assemblage, various

patterns in effect trait composition should be expected along a

gradient of trawling disturbance, combining epibenthic and

endobenthic species along the gradient. Additionally, species with

large functional niche are those that contribute the most to

functional diversity, and those species can occupy different depths

in the sediment (Beauchard et al., 2023). Consequently, due to the

potential mismatch with recovery potential, any trend in functional

niche and diversity along a gradient of increasing trawling

disturbance frequency should result, as trawling primarily affects

the upper sediment layer with possibly lower impact on deep

burrowing species.

In this study, we explore the likelihood of these considerations

through thirteen case studies representing various environmental,

sampling and demersal fishing contexts in European waters. The

possible independence between life span on the one hand, and

functional niche and diversity on the other hand, may suggest that

impact on ecosystem function by bottom trawling is context

dependent. By disentangling the influences of natural drivers and

bottom trawling on benthic species composition, we hypothesize

that bottom trawling can be a selective force of benthic effect trait

composition (H1), irrespective of life span (H2). Furthermore, we

hypothesize that bottom trawling can be a driver of functional niche

and diversity, effect being case- or context-specific (H3).
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Case studies

Ourhypotheseswere tested through thirteen case studies forwhich

similar informationwas available, enabling the application of the same

analytical methodology (Figure 1). For each case study, we considered:

bottom trawling intensity (mostly as swept area ratio (SAR, yr-1);

Eigaard et al., 2017); habitat descriptors traditionally used in benthic

ecology to explain species community composition such as depth and

descriptors that account for hydrology and sediment type

(Supplementary Material 1, Table S1); the distributions of benthic

invertebrate taxa identified at the lowest taxonomic level; for the same

taxa, effect trait data; see section “Data analysis” regarding the content

of data matrices. A brief summary of the main features of each case

study is provided hereafter and in Table 1.
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Baltic Sea (BS). Replicated sampling was done in an area of the

southern Baltic commercially fished with otter trawls, mainly for

cod. The fauna was sampled with a 0.1 m2 van Veen grab and sieved

through a 1 mm mesh. Sediment cores (8 or 9 cm diameter) were

analysed for % organic carbon, porosity, chlorophyll and grain size.

Mean bottom water salinity, oxygen and nutrient concentrations

were extracted for each study site from the Copernicus Marine

Environment Monitoring Service (CMEMS)’s Baltic Sea Physics

and Biogeochemical Reanalysis products (CMEMS, 2021).

Dutch sector of the North Sea (DSNS). The area extends from

the southern to the central North Sea. It is regularly monitored by

the Dutch Ministry of the Environment at 103 permanent stations

sampled by box corer (0.07 m²). Samples are sieved through a 1 mm

mesh. Three case studies are considered from DSNS given the large

area and the possibility of different sub-scale patterns. Next to the

whole area (“DSNS – WA” case study), two habitats of contrasting

hydrodynamics are considered, low dynamics habitat (DSNS – LD)

and high dynamics habitat (DSNS – HD). A detailed description is

provided in Beauchard et al. (2022).

North Sea Transect (NST case study). Sediment box cores (0.07

m²) were sampled along a transect of 500 km, spanning from the

Dutch coast to Fladen Grounds (northern North Sea); samples were

sieved through 1 mm. Three replicates were taken at 11 stations,

from 26 to 225 m deep, so large variations in community

composition were expected. No sub-case studies were considered

given the low number of stations; see De Borger et al. (2021)

for details.

Frisian Front (FF). Before-after control-impact experiment

(BACI) which took place in the muddy area of the Frisian Front

(North Sea). Two adjacent locations, equally disturbed by

commercial trawlers, were trawled with either tickler chain or

pulse rigged beam trawl. Due to experimental constraints, only

the tickler chain treatment was kept so that numbers of control and

impacted samples were equitably represented (control, 7; impacted,

9). Sampling was performed using a box corer before sieving

through 1 mm; see details in Tiano et al. (2020).

Celtic Sea (CS). Sampling stations were selected according to

spatial and temporal heterogeneity. At each stations, five replicate

box cores (0.08 m2) were collected and sub-sampled for the sediment

particle size assessment and porosity at 0-5cm depth intervals.

Subsequently, the bulk of these cores were sieved through 1 mm. A

detailed description can be found in Thompson et al. (2017).

Bay of Biscay – LANGOLF survey (BBL). Sampling stations

cover the muddy areas corresponding to the main Nephrops

norvegicus fishing ground located in the central-northern part of

the Bay of Biscay. The data was obtained from three annual trawling

surveys. Although the fauna included burrowing species, the epi-

megafauna represented a dominant component collected using a

Nephrops twin otter-trawl with a 40 mm cod-end mesh. The area

covered by each station was around 0.04 km². See Robert (2017) for

a detailed description.

Bay of Biscay – FEBBE survey (BBF). This survey covers a

restricted area of the central muddy area of the Bay of Biscay.

Sampling stations were selected so that habitat variations be

minimum. The sediment type was mainly muddy sand with 13 to

24% of mud content, while ensuring a marked gradient in trawling
frontiersin.org
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pressure (SAR of 2.9 to 19.0 year-1). Sediment samples were

collected in May and August (five replicates per station on

average) using a Day-Grab (0.1 m2) and sieved through 1 mm.

See Robert (2017) for a detailed description.
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
Eastern Mediterranean Sea (EMS). Are included data from

three sampling campaigns conducted in Pagasitikos Bay and

Heraklion Bay. Pagasitikos Bay (EMS-PB) samples stem from a

BACI experiment in a previously unfished area where they were
FIGURE 1

Study areas. (A) Locations of the case studies in European waters; black frames delineate panels from B to G where sample positions (dots) are
mapped. (B) Baltic Sea (BS). (C) Celtic Sea case study (CS). (D) Bay of Biscay; black dots, BBL case; opened white circles, BBF case. (E) North Sea
transect (NST). (F) Dutch sector of the North Sea (all dots, DSNS–WA); white dots, low dynamics case (DSNS – LD); black dots, high dynamics case
(DSNS – HD); square in the middle, Frisian Front case (FF). (G) Eastern Mediterranean Sea (EMS); PB, Pagasitikos Bay case; HB, Heraklion Bay case;
samples are aggregated at very small scale (45 and 50 for PB and HB respectively). Contour lines indicate depth in meters, with contrasts
emphasized by blue background adapted to each area.
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TABLE 1 Detailed descriptions of the case studies.

Total
number
of taxa

Number of taxa
documented
for traits

Trawling
context

Swept
area
ratio
(mean
± SD)

Swept
area
ratio
(CV)

23 23 Commercial
SAR estimation

2.5 ± 2.4 96

291 205 Commercial
SAR estimation

3.5 ± 3.7 106

213 153 Commercial
SAR estimation

2.3 ± 1.9 83

215 166 Commercial
SAR estimation

4.2 ± 4.3 102

180 125 Commercial
SAR estimation

2.3 ± 1.3 57

57 34 BACI _ _

117 94 Commercial
SAR estimation

4.7 ± 5.4 115

121 85 Commercial
SAR estimation

6.9 ± 4.6 67

295 156 Commercial
SAR estimation

5.3 ± 2.6 49

293 141 Pres./Abs. _ _

106 65 BACI _ _

239 115 BACI _ _

66 42 Pres./Abs. _ _

nce of commercial trawling, estimated close to 1 when present; CV, coefficient of variation. Commercial SAR
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Case study
Sampling

year

Spatial
extent
(km)

Number
of

samples

Depth
range
(m)

Sedimentary
nature

Benthic
sampling
technique

BS 2019-2020 30 33 47–66 From sandy mud to
muddy sand

van Veen grab

DSNS – WA 2009-2018 300 103 6–54 From muddy sand to
mixed gravel

Box corer

DSNS – LD 2009-2018 150 40 29–54 From muddy sand
to sand

Box corer

DSNS – HD 2009-2018 150 63 6–41 From sand to
mixed gravel

Box corer

NST 2018 500 34 26–225 From mud to coarse sand Box corer

FF 2017 1 16 34 Mainly muddy sand Box corer

CS 2014-2015 50 51 96–137 Sandy mud to coarse sand Box corer

BBL 2011-2013 100 211 42–133 Mainly muddy sand Otter-trawl

BBF 2013 20 206 78–112 Mainly muddy sand Day grab

EMS – WA 1994-1996 10 95 70–220 From mud to
muddy sand

Smith-
McIntyre grab

EMS – PB 1994 1 45 90 Mud Smith-
McIntyre grab

EMS – HBB 1995 1 30 70 From mud to
muddy sand

Smith-
McIntyre grab

EMS – HBS 1996 1 20 196-220 Mud Smith-
McIntyre grab

See Supplementary Material 1, Table S1, for habitat descriptors. Swept area ratio: BACI, before-after control-impact experiment; pres./abs., presence-abs
estimation: ICES data.
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taken before and two days after a trawling event (1000 × 50 m). In

Heraklion Bay, two case studies were separated: a BACI experiment

(EMS-HBB) of similar design to the EMS-PB case study and a

control-impact survey (EMS-HBS) inside and outside a commercial

fishing lane. In this last case, SAR data were not available so fishing

intensity was represented as a categorical variable (0 for untrawled

samples and 1 for trawled samples); however, trawling intensity is

estimated very low in Heraklion Bay (0.5-1.0 SAR). In the three case

studies, sediment samples were collected from trawled and control

sites using a Smith-McIntyre grab (0.1 m2) and sieved through

0.5 mm. We considered a fourth case study as the combination the

three data sets (EMS-WA).
2.2 Trawling intensity data

In most case studies, we used the vessel monitoring system

(VMS) and logbook data from fishing vessels ≥ 12 m-long compiled

by the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES,

2021) that exists in raster layers (0.05° × 0.05° resolution) of annual

(2009-2020) fishing intensity data covering maritime areas of the

OSPAR regional sea convention. The layers aggregate beam trawl,

dredge, demersal seine and otter trawl gears. Yearly average

trawling intensity values per sampling station were considered for

the longest period preceding the benthic sampling for each case

study data set. For the Baltic case study, yearly average SAR was

calculated from VMS and logbook data for ≥ 12 m-long fishing

vessels (otter trawlers) between 2016 and 2019 at a resolution of

0.002° × 0.002°. In EMS and BACI case studies, trawling intensity

was represented as a binary variable (0 for untrawled sites and 1 for

trawled sites). In none of our case studies were there closed seasons

or clear bottom trawling seasonality, only switches from some to

other commercial species. Hence, multiple trawling disturbances

within a year were not necessarily aggregated within a restricted

period so that we did not expect temporal opportunities for benthic

recovery, especially since most areas had a SAR of > 1.
2.3 Trait data

We used the recently published data set from Beauchard et al.

(2023) that provides 15 effect traits covering bioturbation and

habitat creation (e.g. burrowing depth, sediment mixing and

bioirrigation potentials, burrow and biogenic emergent structure

types and sizes), and documented for 812 European benthic

invertebrate species. These traits mainly express ecosystem

engineering whereby engineer species indirectly affect the fitness

of co-occurring species by modulating resource availability (Jones

et al., 1997). As we investigated only sedimentary habitats, we

discarded the trait “Bioerosion” that is only expressed in hard

substrata. Forty-seven additional species representing substantial

proportions of the occurrences in some case studies were

documented for the same traits (Supplementary Material 2). The

data set also includes life span, a key trait strongly related to growth

rate and used to express species recoverability potential in

assessment such as the Relative Benthic Status adopted by ICES
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
to estimate seabed habitat condition (Hiddink et al., 2017; Pitcher

et al., 2017; Rijnsdorp et al., 2018). Taxa identified only at the genus

level or rarely above were attributed mean trait scores of species

within the considered clade.
2.4 Data analysis

2.4.1 Functional niche breadth calculation
Using the 859 species, we recalculated species functional niches

breadth following the procedure initially proposed and detailed in

Beauchard et al. (2023). Each of the 15 traits is an 859 species × m

modality matrix, and the 15 matrices enable the representation of

each species through 15 positions within a same system of

multivariate axes (Multiple Factor Analysis; Abdi et al., 2013).

Then, the functional niche breadth consists of the variance of the

15 axis scores (sum of variances for several axes). As a result, the

more dissimilar the traits, the broader the niche and ultimately

the more multi-functional the species; computational details of

the procedure are provided in Supplementary Materials 3.

Calculation of functional diversity is described in the section on

hypothesis testing.

2.4.2 Trawling-induced disturbance gradient
We built a multivariate space accounting for covariations

between trawling intensity and effect traits to test our three

hypotheses. The relationships between trawling intensity and trait

composition were explored by combining the RLQ ordination

technique and the Fourth-corner testing procedure (Dray et al.,

2014). RLQ ordination enables sample, habitat descriptor (matrix R;

samples × descriptors), species (matrix L; samples × species) and

trait (matrix Q; species × traits) positioning within the same

multivariate space (Dolédec et al., 1996), while the Fourth-corner

testing provides a conservative assessment of the habitat-traits

statistical relationships (Dray and Legendre, 2008; Peres-Neto

et al., 2017). This analytical methodology is now widely used in

community ecology, but we applied here a modified version given

the possible confounding effects between habitat descriptors and

trawling on faunal composition. Indeed, correlations between

habitat descriptors and trawling intensity could indicate that

fishing effort was not equally exerted on all habitats, with impacts

possibly biased toward benthic communities of specific functional

attributes. To control for such constraints, we applied the “Partial-

RLQ” procedure (Wesuls et al., 2011) that consists in regressing

trawling intensity and each taxon on habitat descriptors and in

extracting residuals as new R and L matrices. In this way, we built a

disturbance gradient perfectly correlated to trawling intensity while

controlling for habitat variations. In all case studies, matrices L and

Q were preliminarily processed by Correspondence Analysis and

Fuzzy Correspondence Analysis (Chevénet et al., 1994) respectively,

whereas matrix R was processed either by standardised Principal

Component Analysis or Hill and Smith Analysis (Hill and Smith,

1976) depending on the presence of qualitative habitat descriptors

next to quantitative ones. Following detrending, residual values in

matrix L were rescaled by subtraction to the minimum value of the

matrix in order to get null or positive values as negative ones cannot
frontiersin.org
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be processed by Correspondence Analysis; this does not affect data

structure and relationships between taxa (columns) which are

attributed the same importance (same column sum) as in Non-

Symmetric Correspondence Analysis (Grimaret-Carpentier et al.,

1998). The RLQ-Fourth-corner methodology provides unbiased R-

Q correlations unlike the more popular community weighted mean

(CWM), which can critically overestimate these correlations as

CWM ignores biological variations within communities (Peres-

Neto et al., 2017).

2.4.3 Hypothesis testing
The resulting multivariate RLQ system was composed of a

single axis along which variable trait ordinations could be

expected following H1 (trawling-induced trait selection); see

Figure 2. H2 (independence of recoverability, expressed by life

span, along the gradient) was then simply considered as the
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
covariation between the axis score and life span, and similarly

H3 with functional niche breadth and functional diversity (any

trend expected), and tested through the Fourth-corner method.

Functional diversity, defined for a species community, was

calculated from the taxon axis scores; rather than using the raw

abundance (matrix L) and trait data (matrix Q) as regularly

encountered in the literature, we used the species scores from the

RLQ axis to ensure diversity values solely consequent from traits

selected by trawling effect. We limited our consideration of

functional diversity to the species community extent along the

partial RLQ axis through Rao’s quadratic entropy as the weighted

sum of square distances between species positions (Rao, 1982). A

high value for this index indicates that species within the

community perform highly dissimilar functions and that species

loss can entail substantial loss in ecosystem function. The

significance of the RLQ pattern (H1) was assessed by the double
A

B D

C

FIGURE 2

Summary of the data analytical procedure. (A) Typical full RLQ matrix (rectangles) disposition; black arrows indicate row or column matching;
multivariate axes that simultaneously enable sample, habitat descriptor, taxa and trait positioning are obtained through the product AtA with A = RtLQ. (B)
Partial RLQ; blue arrows indicate detrending of the trawling and L variables from the R variables through multiple regression (residual extraction, filled
rectangles). As the matrix AtA with A = TtLQ contains only one value (sum of square covariances between the unique variable of T and Q variables
through L abundances, i.e., presence-absence, individual or biomass density), the multivariate ordination results in a single axis, with increasing T values
from left to right. The Fourth-corner method was primarily applied to test the significance of the relationship between matrices T and Q (H1); when
significant, the procedure was applied again to test the significance of the relationships between the RLQ axis and each effect trait. (C) Relating effect
trait (H1), life span (LS, H2) or functional niche breadth (FNB, H3) to the partial RLQ sample axis scores derived from (B) and testing through the Fourth-
corner procedure. (D) Reciprocally, relating functional diversity (FD) to the partial RLQ taxon axis scores derived from (B) as part of H3.
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random permutation procedure of Dray and Legendre (2008)

combining model 2 (99999 row permutations of matrix L

breaking the R-L link) and model 4 (column permutations

breaking the L-Q link), recalculating the RLQ co-inertia at each

iteration (i.e., multidimensional covariance). The same procedure

was applied to relate life span (H2, Figure 2C), and functional niche

and diversity to the partial RLQ axis (H3, Figures 2C, D).

2.4.4 Complementary analytical considerations
Given the magnitude of our data and analyses, we synthesized

the interpretations of species and trait patterns by positioning

functional species groups along the RLQ axis. We used the

typology identified in Beauchard et al. (2023) that consists of 15

species groups of specific sets of functions. The analyses were carried

out in R 4.3.1 (R Core Team, 2023) with the package “ade4”

(Chessel et al., 2004; Dray et al., 2007); see Supplementary

Material 3 for R code details. We used the command “rlq” for

RLQ ordination, and the command “fourthcorner2” for testing the

correlation between the RLQ axis (i.e., sample scores as the

trawling-induced disturbance gradient) and each trait as a block

of trait modality variables (co-inertia testing; Figure 2C). We also

used the command “fourthcorner” to test the correlation between

sample scores and functional niche breadth, and the correlation

between axis species scores and the Rao index (as a single variable

calculated per sample with the FD package; Laliberté et al., 2014;

Figure 2D). Prior to partial RLQ analysis, we assessed potential

confounding effect between matrix R and trawling intensity on

matrix L through Redundancy Analysis with the commands “rda”

and “RsquareAdj” of the “vegan” package (Oksanen et al., 2010).

We then tested the significance of the full RLQ pattern (i.e., before

detrending) in order to verify if trawling alone could induce a trait

selection independently of natural forces (i.e., partial RLQ

significance) in case of full RLQ non-significance. Indeed, as the

coefficient of variation (CV = 100 × SD/mean trawling intensity;

Table 1) indicated that variability in trawling intensity was not

constant among case studies, we hypothesized that partial RLQ

should be significant when trawling was sufficiently variable within

a case study (i.e., high CV). When available, all faunal

measurements, including presence-absence, individual and

biomass densities, were used in matrix L to select the most

significant RLQ patterns (i.e., lowest p-value).
3 Results

In most case studies, taxonomic composition was generally

dependent on habitat descriptors, with a systematic relationship

between trawling intensity and habitat descriptors that could induce

confounding effects on trait composition (Table 2). The full RLQ

pattern, without considering trawling intensity, was significant in

only one case study (NST) while a majority of partial RLQ patterns

were found significant (apart from non-significant EMS case

studies), and mostly through faunal presence-absence.

As expected, non-significant trawling effects corresponded to

low trawling variability (low CV, Table 1; case studies NST and
Frontiers in Marine Science 08
BBF). Significant RLQ patterns indicated that bottom trawling can

be a selective force of benthic effect trait composition (H1). In no

case was life span significantly related to the trawling-induced

disturbance gradient (Figure 3), and functional niche breadth and

diversity could exhibit positive, negative or non-significant trends

(Table 2), hence validating H2 and H3 (Figures 4, 5).

Various combinations of traits were found covariant with

trawling intensity, showing case study-specificity in trait

composition (Table 3). Although functional group composition

varied among case studies, some aspects were quite common

when looking at their distributions along the disturbance gradient

(Figure 6). Tube dwelling species (“SmallTub” and “DeepTub”),

when substantially present, were mostly positioned in the left side of

the axis, corresponding to lower trawling intensity. Typical

representatives of these groups were tubicolous worms (e.g.

Lanice conchilega, Phoronis spp., Polydora spp., Spio spp.,

Streblospio spp., Thelepus cincinnatus) with characteristic traits

like upward or downward material conveying, tube building and

consequent sediment biostabilisation (Table 3). In contrast, deep

burrowing groups (“SesBiot” and “Deep3D”) were mostly

associated with intense trawling (right; except Deep3D in DSNS –

HD where this group was rare). SesBiot group includes various

sessile and deeply buried species such as Chaetopterus variopedatus,

Lutraria lutraria and Mya arenaria or less deeply buried such as

Amphiura spp. which can substantially irrigate the sediment

through simple or complex burrow systems. Deep3D group

includes mud shrimps (Callianassa subterranea, Gilvossius

tyrrhenus, Upogebia spp.), lugworms (Arenicola spp.) and peanut

worms (Golfingia elongata) that can achieve disproportionate

sediment mixing (diffusion, upward conveying and regeneration)

and irrigation rates. More intermediate along the disturbance

gradient, the group “SurfDiff”, composed of many mobile

epibenthic or shallow buried species (surficial biodiffusors), was

represented in all case studies. Its position along the gradient could

vary from slightly left (i.e., lower trawling intensity) when

heterogeneously composed (crabs, ophiuroids, polychaetes and

others; CS and BBL case studies) to slightly more to the right (i.e.,

higher trawling intensity) where there were great abundances

of small crustaceans such as amphipods or hooded shrimps (BS,

DSNS – HD).

Based on epibenthic sampling, the BBL case study provided

complementary outcomes regarding the epifauna (Figure 6G).

Groups of large sessile species were found the most characteristic

of low trawling intensity: on the one hand, large erect or arborescent

species (group “EpiErect”) that include crinoids (Antedon petasus,

Leptometra celtica) and sponges (Axinellidae), and, on the other

hand, less morphologically complex but substantially large species

(“EpiLarge”) such as oysters as reef builders (Neopycnodonte

choclear, Ostrea edulis), sea pens (Funiculina quadrangularis,

Pennatula phosphorea, Pteroeides griseum) and other corals

(Alcyonium spp.). Other groups endowed with burrowing ability,

less impacted, extended the gradient toward higher trawling

frequencies: sessile (“SesBiot”; Chaetopterus sp.) and major

bioturbators (“MajBiot”; Brissopsis lyrifera, Rissoides desmaresti),

and deep gallery builders (“Deep3D”; Upogebia stellata) with
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TABLE 2 Analytical results; see Figure 2 for theoretical support and text for case study abbreviations.

2 Partial RLQ

Multivariate
pattern

Matrix Q
variance

(%)
Life span
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niche

breadth

Functional
diversity

Faunal
abundance

type

* 92 ns –0.32 –0.68*** Pres./Abs.

** 76 ns –0.05 –0.34*** Pres./Abs.

* 55 ns –0.03 –0.14* Pres./Abs.

** 72 ns –0.08 –0.33*** Pres./Abs.

ns _ _ _ _ Pres./Abs.

* 70 ns –0.15 –0.42*** Pres./Abs.

** 60 ns +0.14* +0.69*** Biomass

* 75 ns +0.15** +0.47*** Biomass

ns _ _ _ _ _

ns _ _ _ _ _

ns _ _ _ _ _

ns _ _ _ _ _

ns _ _ _ _ _

ect with trawling intensity on matrix L. RLQ multivariate pattern, tested through the multivariate statistic (RLQ co-inertia); full RLQ, using habitat
ad of R to test possible trawling effects on trait composition after detrending matrices T and L from matrix R (partial RLQ). Co-inertia values are not
it variance projected onto the trawling RLQ axis. Life span-, functional niche breadth- and functional diversity-partial RLQ axis relationships tested
ignificance levels: ***, < 0.001; **, < 0.010; *, < 0.050; ns, ≥ 0.050. Faunal abundance type indicates the content of matrix L that produced a significant
cant pattern.
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possibly an epibenthic foraging mode (Alpheus glaber, Goneplax

rhomboides, Homarus gammarus, Nephrops norvegicus).
4 Discussion

4.1 Key implications of functional ecology
for bottom trawling impact studies

As already reported in other studies (Tillin et al., 2006; van

Denderen et al., 2015; Pommer et al., 2016; Howarth et al., 2018;

Beauchard et al., 2021; McLaverty et al., 2021; De la Torriente Diez

et al., 2022; Tsikopoulou et al., 2022), our results show that bottom

trawling can have a selective effect on benthic trait composition,

likely because of fishing gear-induced mortality. However, the
Frontiers in Marine Science 10
present study is novel due to the specific use of effect traits with a

very strong emphasis on trait compositional variation that could be

solely due to trawling effect by controlling for habitat variations

(partial RLQ axis), as evidenced (H1). The absence of relation

between life span and the partial RLQ axis (H2) is clear empirical

support of different ecological implications between response and

effect traits. Additionally, the significant RLQ patterns demonstrate

that traits other than life span are involved in bottom trawling

impact. Below, we discuss the causes of faunal vulnerability

evidenced here and emphasize the importance of fundamental

concepts from functional ecology in the framework of bottom

trawling impact studies.

Functional group distributions provided important outcomes

(Figure 6); most prominent was the opposition between tubicolous

and deep burrowing species at the extremities of the trawling
A B

D E F

G

C

FIGURE 3

Relationship between life span and the partial RLQ axis; from (A-G), each of the case studies for which the partial RLQ pattern was found significant.
In every case study (see Materials and Methods for abbreviations), the RLQ multivariate space consists of a single axis (horizontal) expressing an
increase in trawling intensity from left to right, but associated with various effect trait compositions (see Table 3). Species (vertical segments) are
grouped per age class. Life span is supposed to express recoverability following disturbance as long-lived species are generally slow-growing, thus
accounting for vulnerability to trawling. If it would be the case, long-lived species, vulnerable to minimum disturbance frequency, would be
positioned on the left side of the axis, while shorter-lived species would be positioned rather on the right as being the only ones remaining at
highest disturbance frequency; no such a trend appears, and no individual age class was significantly correlated to the axis through the Fourth-
corner procedure (p > 0.05). As the partial RLQ axis maximizes the covariation between trawling intensity and effect traits (expressing ecosystem
functions), life span does not appear to be indicative of sea floor functional vulnerability.
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intensity gradient. This emphasizes the key role of burrowing depth

in trawling impact, although the trait “Substratum depth

distribution” was never found significantly covariant along the

trawling gradient (Table 3). This is likely because some deep

burrowing and very mobile species can exploit the overall

sediment matrix from the sediment surface to several tens of

centimetres deep (Pearson and Rosenberg, 1978; Rhoads and

Boyer, 1982). Thus, they partly share their niche with other

species that are more restricted to the upper sediment layer, while

they exhibit a lower risk of gear impact when occurring in deeper

layers; this finding is very similar to what can be observed under

natural storm disturbance (Posey et al., 1996). Also, among groups

found at intermediate trawling intensity such as surficial diffusors,

expectations can be variable, as the species from this group in the CS
Frontiers in Marine Science 11
and BBL case studies were more sensitive to trawling gear than

some species in the BS and DSNS – HD cases. Crabs, ophiuroids

and polychaetes found in CS and BBL case studies are larger than

the abundant small crustaceans in BS and DSNS – HD cases, so

body size could have been a possible cause of vulnerability (body

mass being implicitly expressed in several effect traits); as previously

shown in natural conditions, surficial and potentially resistant

species to physical stress are necessarily A-strategists (adversity

selection; Greenslade, 1983; Southwood, 1988) such as small

crustaceans in the marine benthos (Beauchard et al., 2022).

Outcomes from the BBL analysis strengthen the implications of

traits other than life span in vulnerability to trawling impact: the

charismatic coral living forms, typically exposed because of their

large size and deprived of mobility. Hence, traits such as burrowing
A B

D E F
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C

FIGURE 4

Trend in species functional niche breadth as species multi-functionality along the partial RLQ axis (black dots, species); from (A-G), each of the case
studies for which the partial RLQ pattern was found significant (see Materials and Methods for abbreviations). Values can be compared between
functional groups in Figure 6 that displays the same species positions along the x-axis: for instance, among species of broad functional niches,
tubicolous species (e.g., SmallTub group) on the left side in BS, DSNS and FF case studies, and deep burrowing species (e.g., Deep3D group) on the
right side in DSNS-WA, DSNS-LD, FF, and CS case studies. In every case study, the RLQ multivariate space consists of a single axis (horizontal)
expressing an increase in trawling intensity from left to right, but associated with various effect trait compositions (Table 3). Trends can be indistinctly
positive or negative and were found significant only for CS and BBL case studies (Table 2). In several cases (e.g. DSNS, FF and CS), the range of
variation is function of trawling intensity. Only median-high values are found to be impacted under low trawling in DSNS-WA and FF case studies
(tubicolous worms) while a wider range subsists at higher intensity where deep burrowing and surficial-resistant species occur. The opposite appears
in CS and BBL cases: only deep burrowers subsist at high trawling intensity.
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depth and body size can act as a survival traits to explain the

vulnerability or resistance of some functional groups, irrespective of

life span.

Responses of functional niche breadth and diversity to trawling

intensity were shown to be case-specific (H3). The fact that

functional diversity did respond positively to trawling intensity in

some cases seems paradoxical since one would expect that diversity

would decline in response to heavy and abrasive fishing gears like

trawl doors, tickler chains and dredges (Grabowski et al., 2014). As a

reminder, functional diversity was calculated from species RLQ axis

scores so that its trend was necessarily consequent from trawling

intensity, not from untrawled conditions. As surficial organisms are

more sensitive to fishing gears, deep burrowers, as the remaining

part of the fauna following disturbance, can maintain a major

source of functional variation due to their rare combinations of

traits (“functional originality”; Kondratyeva et al., 2019).

Additionally, epibenthic and shallow buried organisms like
Frontiers in Marine Science 12
tubicolous worms can co-occur with deep burrowers where both

types increase functional diversity (Beauchard et al., 2023). Thus,

since trawling removes some species, when diversity was positively

correlated to the axis, its values could underestimate the values that

would be observed in untrawled conditions where more groups

could have co-occurred without necessarily generating a trend in

diversity. In this case, the trawling-induced disturbance gradient

(partial RLQ axis), controlling for habitat variations and accounting

only for trawling effect, can return a biased image of trawling effect

while diversity is really impaired. In a nutshell, bottom trawling

never increases diversity; at the most, it creates a gradient by

removing ecosystem functions in some places while it has less

effects in some others. As shown in Figures 4, 5, niche and diversity

follow very similar trends. In most cases, species of intermediate to

broad functional niche occur only at low trawling intensity, which

means that trawling can have significant effects on sea floor multi-

functionality in reducing diversity everywhere along the gradient.
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FIGURE 5

Trend in functional diversity (Rao’s index calculated from species positions) along the partial RLQ axis (black dots, species communities); from (A-G),
each of the case studies for which the partial RLQ pattern was found significant (see Materials and Methods for abbreviations). In every case study,
the RLQ multivariate space consists of a single axis (horizontal) expressing an increase in trawling intensity from left to right, but associated with
various effect trait combinations (see Table 3). Trends can be indistinctly positive or negative and were found significant in all case studies (Table 2).
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As an ensuing question, beyond which disturbance frequency does

the temporal removal of this multi-functionality become

detrimental to ecosystem functioning?

The loss of tube dwelling species with increasing trawling

intensity may have been less expected given the widely accepted

fast recoverability of these organisms following natural or human-

induced disturbance (Pearson and Rosenberg, 1978; Levin, 1984;

Barry, 1989; Noji and Noji, 1991). If such species were truly resilient

to trawling, their presence should have been expected rather at high

disturbance level (as an important fraction of the remaining

community), which is not the case since, when present, the group

“SmallTub” (small tube dwellers) systematically occurred at lowest

trawling frequency (Figure 6). Very brittle, occupying the upper

centimeters of the sediments (with sometimes protruding tubes),

and with a life cycle often reaching a year or more, these species

cannot proliferate everywhere as the average SAR of commercial

fisheries infers that trawl disturbance notably exceeds one per year

in many areas. The disappearance of tube dwellers might be more

critical than generally considered since these species ensure

multiple functions, as shown by their substantially broad

functional niches (Figure 4; e.g., sediment stabilisation and

irrigation, advective transfer of materials, biodeposition, mound

creation and habitat building through tube lawns). While the

positive trend in diversity along the disturbance gradient in FF,

CS and BBL case studies might be misleading, the negative trend in

BS and DSNS case studies may be truly critical due to the loss of

tubicolous species. Only a few studies reported impacts on
Frontiers in Marine Science 13
tubicolous worms (Collie, 2000; Kollmann and Stachowitsch,

2001; Hermsen et al., 2003; Callaway et al., 2010; Tiano et al.,

2022), and more recent studies provide evidence of their

vulnerability to trawling (McLaverty et al., 2021), with especially

critical consequences given the habitat opportunities offered by tube

lawns (Collie, 2000; Callaway et al., 2010; Vitaliano et al., 2013).

This suggests that even relatively low trawling frequencies can

prevent the recovery of short-lived species, showing again the lack

of conservatism in the use of life span alone to indicate

ecosystem degradation.

Some deep burrowing species (e.g. Deep3D group) exhibit an

apparent resistance to trawling disturbance, probably as they

inhabit sediment depths beyond the sediment penetration of

demersal trawls. The contribution of these species to ecosystem

functioning may represent another important point of discussion.

In addition to their engineering effect within the sediment matrix

through complex burrow systems that they actively irrigate, they

modify the sediment surface by producing large mounds

consequent from upward sediment displacement: these burrow

linings and mounds are known to be biogeochemical hotspots

concentrating microorganisms (Ziebis et al., 1996; Murray et al.,

2002). As already evidenced in the Frisian Front case study (Tiano

et al., 2020), the alteration of these structures through bottom

trawling might impair ecosystem functioning regardless of the

sensitivity of the engineering organism to the trawling gear. This

logic could also hold for every species producing mounds and

pellets, including tubicolous species previously mentioned, and
TABLE 3 Trait-partial RLQ axis relationships tested through the multivariate statistic (RLQ co-inertia) as part of H1; see Materials and Methods for
case study abbreviations.
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BS ns ns * * _ ns * ns * ns ns ns ns ns

DSNS – WA ns * * ns ns ns * ns * * ns ns ns ns

DSNS – LD ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns

DSNS – HD ns * * ns ns ns * ns * * ns ns ns ns

FF ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns

CS ns ns ns * * ns ns * ns ns * * ns *

BBL ns ns ns ** * ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns ns
frontie
In each case study, although not all traits were found significantly covariant with the RLQ axis, the significant ones were related to characteristics of functional groups positioned at the
extremities of the gradient in Figure 6, e.g. tubicolous species (left side) or deep burrowers (right). Significance levels, after correction for multiple testing through the false discovery rate:
**, < 0.010; *, < 0.050; ns, ≥ 0.050. “_”, no species with regeneration ability. DSNS-LD and FF case studies: although the multivariate partial RLQ pattern was found significant (Table 2), no
individual traits were found substantially covariant, probably due to a synergistic contribution of several traits that were significant or at the upper limit of the rejection level (p ≈ 0.050)
before p-value adjustment.
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other functional implications of these biogenic structures

(Mouritsen et al., 1998; Murray et al., 2002; Wild et al., 2005).

Hence, from a conservation perspective, the direct trawling impact

on important engineering species may not be the only concern, the

impact on engineer functional effects should also be considered (i.e.,

notion of “extended phenotype”; Dawkins, 1982). This advocates

for further studies on the possible links between effect traits and

biogeochemical aspects such as nutrient fluxes and microbiological

implications (Kristensen and Kostka, 2005; Laverock et al., 2010;

Belley and Snelgrove, 2016; Deng et al., 2022) to verify possible

effects of bottom trawling on these aspects via the impact on

the fauna.

As our investigation was limited to effect traits expressing

ecosystem engineering, it is worth noting that bottom trawling

can concomitantly impact other benthic ecosystem functions

(Jennings and Kaiser, 1998). Long-term benthos mortality can

alter trophic networks, including benthic and pelagic components
Frontiers in Marine Science 14
(Ramsay et al., 1997; Ramsay et al., 1998a). Within the benthos,

carrion short-term exposure by trawling gears can promote

scavenging in non-vulnerable species (either fast-growing, highly

mobile, robust or endowed with regenerative ability; Ramsay and

Kaiser, 1998b; Bergmann and Moore, 2001). Within the functional

group typology, this might be particularly the case in surficial

diffusors (SurfDiff) and a few shelly species (ShalShel): annelid

(Phyllodoce mucosa), starfish (Asterias rubens), brittle stars

(Ophiura spp.), decapods (Cancer pagurus, Crangon spp.,

Diogenes pugilator, Liocarcinus spp., Pagurus bernhardus,

Palaemon serratus), amphipods (Hippomedon denticulatus,

Perioculodes longimanus), isopods (Eurydice spp., Natatolana

borealis), gastropods (Bela nebula, Epitonium clathratulum,

Euspira spp.); within other groups, and marginally, major

bioturbator (MajBiot; Hediste diversicolor) and lobsters (Deep3D;

Homarus gammarus, Nephrops norvegicus). While bottom trawling

can promote scavenger abundance, most of the scavenging surficial
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FIGURE 6

Functional group distributions along the partial RLQ axis (standardised) from (A-G), each of the case studies for which the partial RLQ pattern was
found significant (see Materials and Methods for abbreviations). In every case study, the RLQ multivariate space consists of a single axis (horizontal)
expressing an increase in trawling intensity from left to right, associated with various effect trait compositions (see Table 3). Vertical segments,
species positions within functional groups; group distributions are arranged from left to right according to their mean species position. As the
analysis controls for the effect of habitat, species positions are solely determined by trawling intensity. Hence, species positioned on the left side of
the axis are those that disappear firstly, i.e., at lowest trawling intensity. Bottom right, brief description of functional groups; see Discussion,
Supplementary Material 2 and Beauchard et al. (2023) for more details.
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dwellers have lowest engineering multi-functionality (Beauchard

et al., 2023). Hence, due to complex relations between the types of

ecosystem functions, bottom trawling consequences on total

benthic fluxes of materials and energy might occur through

highly variable functional pathways and might be strongly

context dependent.
4.2 Experimental and
analytical considerations

In this multiple case study analysis, we gathered data sets

already existing and from different experimental contexts.

Although we used different sets of descriptors to best account for

the generally inevitable habitat effect on community composition,

the trawling RLQ analysis enabled us to compare these disparate

data sets on a single axis along which only trawling intensity could

account for functional variation. A posteriori, four experimental

contexts could be distinguished, of which at least three were

represented among the case studies.
Fron
(1) No or weak habitat-species community relationship (low

R-L adjusted R2, Table 2) and homogeneous distribution of

trawling intensity. A low variation in taxonomic

composition cannot ensure a substantial variation in

functions (i.e., trait composition), and low variation in

trawling intensity reduces the experimental power to

detect trawling effects on trait composition. FF, EMS-PB

and EMS-HBB case studies, as controlled experiments were

relevant representatives. This was also characteristic of BBL

and BBF case studies, possibly due to lack of habitat

preference in megabenthos (BBL) and extremely

restricted and deliberately reduced habitat contrast (BBF).

(2) No or weak R-L relationship and variable trawling

intensities. In spite of low functional variations over

space, substantial variations in trawling intensity can

provide an ideal context to identify the benthic functions

most vulnerable to disturbance. The experimental power

should be strengthened in the case of functionally more

dissimilar species communities within any sample, like in

the CS case study.

(3) Substantial R-L relationship and homogeneous trawling

intensities. The NST case study was well illustrative of this

context given its large ranges of sediment types and depths,

and low CV in trawling intensity that likely prevented the

detection of significant trawling effect.

(4) Substantial R-L relationship and variable trawling

intensities. This context is experimentally the most

complete as it enables all combinations of communities

and trawling pressure to be tested. Although the strong R-L

covariation and associated high CV in trawling intensity

observed in several case studies could have represented

such an ideal context, strong covariations between natural

gradients and trawling intensity created a bias towards

context (3) as trawling intensities were not evenly
tiers in Marine Science 15
represented in all habitats. This concerned BS and the

three DSNS case studies. Regarding the EMS-WA and

EMS-HBS case studies, it may be characteristic of context

(3) or (4) given the strong R-L relationship; in any case, the

unavailability of quantitative SAR or possibly too low

commercial SAR is important to draw attention to the

insignificance of their RLQ patterns.
The experimental handling of trawling is important to infer

effect on benthic functional composition. Although the range of

variation in trawling intensity seems determinant, we cannot

exclude potential shortcomings due to the large spatial resolution

of the SAR data (0.050° × 0.050°) used in several case studies and

that could have resulted in topographically heterogeneous areas. For

instance, in spite of relatively impoverished community

composition and important detrending, the BS case study

provided a clear partial RLQ pattern with a large amount of

biological variance projected on the axis. The much finer

resolution of SAR values (0.002° × 0.002°) used in this case study

may have enabled a more accurate quantification of disturbance. By

contrast, BACI studies, which often do not examine multiple

trawling frequencies, or quantification of commercial SAR at large

spatial resolution (e.g. 0.050° × 0.050° vs 0.002° × 0.002°) may

explain the absence of significant patterns in EMS case studies. In

any case, we cannot exclude some other limitations in

compositional variation within species communities that could

have conjointly led to the absence of a significant pattern.

In general, changes in community composition across a

significant R-L relationship constitute a prerequisite for potential

changes in functional composition. Although substantial R-L

relationships in several case studies fulfilled this requirement, we

observed a large absence of full RLQ significance, possibly due to

several reasons. Environmental variations have primarily a selective

effect on response traits (“environmental filtering”; Weiher and

Keddy, 1995), not necessarily on effect traits (Jones et al., 1994;

Jones et al., 1997; Lavorel and Garnier, 2002), for which some

functional redundancy may have occurred among communities.

Nevertheless, as some relationships between habitat descriptors and

effect traits could have been expected (Beauchard et al., 2023),

sampling effort or technique may have been insufficient to capture

the whole functional range of the fauna. Indeed, the faunal

occurrence data in the DSNS case studies were considered in the

limits of the period of trawling intensity availability (2009-2018),

while analyses over the full monitoring period (1995-2018),

including more taxa, resulted in significant full RLQ patterns

(unpublished work). In any case, the absence of full RLQ

significance acted as controlled treatment before a strong

emphasis of the selective effect of trawling on trait composition

through partial RLQ with trawling as the sole source of

significant variation.

The importance of other technical aspects also deserves

mention. In benthic community ecology, biomass is generally

considered as the best faunal measurement as it accounts for the

amount of active living tissues in organisms. While biomass might

not be ideal to capture demographic dynamics in benthic

communities (Beauchard et al., 2022), it seems intuitively more
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relevant through the specific use of effect traits when measuring

effect rates such as sediment mixing and bioirrigation, closely

related to body size (Kristensen and Kostka, 2005; Kristensen

et al., 2012). However, biomass was not always the best

measurement to detect significant trawling effects. One should keep

in mind that our primary objective was to relate the response of effect

trait composition to trawling disturbance, not the contribution of trait

composition to in situmeasurements of bioturbation rates. Therefore,

the presences of functional types, reflecting dwellingmodes within the

sediment matrix, prevailed over quantities such as number of

individual organisms or biomass through the all-or-nothing effect of

trawling in six case studies. In general, the control of environmental

forces (that can include trawling intensity) on species assembly is

primarily exertedon species presence at a certain spatial scale, herewell

illustrated in the NST case study (full-RLQ, Table 2), density

dependence being more relevant at smaller scale (Wilson, 2012). In

all case studies, faunas were composed of species groups functionally

dissimilar but sometimes heterogeneous in terms of species body size,

whatever the abundance (i.e., individual or biomass density). Thus, in

most significant cases, presence-absence wasmore relevant to account

for a between-functional group trawling effect dominant over within

group effects (Figure 6), these latter generating statistical noise when

considering individual or biomass density. Hence, when available, it is

important to consider all types offaunalmeasurements that can lead to

variable levels of community pattern significance, even presence-

absence as the least intuitive.

This overview of the thirteen case studies highlights that

outcomes can be variable and uncertain when considering a

single case study in biological trait analysis. Although some

commonalities appeared in our analytical outcomes, case-specific

experimental aspects can be determinant for highlighting significant

RLQ patterns. In this respect, experimental extent (e.g. sampling

surface area, number of sampling stations) is certainly not

determinant as reported for benthic response traits (Beauchard

et al., 2022), but rather other aspects can prevail (e.g. contrast in

functional composition, range in disturbance frequency). At least,

this scrutiny of experimental aspects could support a

methodological basis for designing future studies combining

variable levels of natural and trawling variations or for providing

guidelines to interpret unexpected analytical outcomes.
4.3 Conclusions

The specific use of multiple effect traits offers interesting research

opportunities that remain relatively unexplored in benthic ecology,

both in a fundamental and applied context. We provided here a first

empirical assessment of bottom trawling impact on ecosystem

functions that benthic species are assumed to perform given the

suites of effect traits they are endowed with. Impacts on the sea floor

by bottom trawling have long been recognised, so that the validation of

our first hypothesis (modification of trait composition) was strongly

expected.Wealsoprovided empirical evidences of the absence of trend

in life span along the trawling-induced disturbance gradient,

supporting our second hypothesis. Although this outcome may have

been theoretically less expected, itwas in linewith recent developments
Frontiers in Marine Science 16
(Beauchard et al., 2023). The consideration of other traits, like

burrowing depth, body size or body resistance may improve

predictions in losses of ecosystem functions as already proposed

(Tyler-Walters et al., 2009; Bolam et al., 2014; Beauchard et al.,

2021). Next to growth and reproduction that life span can partly

express, burrowing depth ensures survival, the third Darwinian fitness

component needed for a theoretically-sound development of

ecological indicators of disturbance. Importantly, we showed that

bottom trawling could substantially impact species multi-

functionality, and that gradients of trait composition could be

misleading in the absence of consideration for fundamental concepts

of functional community ecology (third hypothesis).

Our findings represent a first step toward a more accurate

assessment of trawling effect on sea floor benthos-mediated

biogeochemical processes. Using our analytical approach,

correlating other measurements (e.g. nutrient fluxes) detrended

from the effects of abiotic drivers on community composition

with the trawling-induced disturbance gradient does not impose

any technical constraint. Hence, this opens the door to deeper

investigations regarding other possible properties of the functional

groups in various environmental contexts, and we would urge

similar analytical explorations with data from other sea areas.

Lastly, we showed that a non-significant trait pattern can mask a

significant one, the difficulty being to capture and isolate the source

of variation in trait composition. Beyond the support of our

hypotheses, this work represents more than an analytical exercise.

The use of traits in species community ecology can offer interesting

research opportunities, and insignificant patterns should not spur

us towards skepticism regarding trait data analysis. As

demonstrated in this study, the absence of trends in single case

studies can merely indicate that some experimental contexts are less

appropriate than others to synecological hypothesis testing.
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